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FIEUCON is a new litigation support system

being developed for the effective retrieval of legal

documents by legal and paralegal professionals. It

includes a text analysis and proceaing component,

processing raw text and intelligently extracting key

information in the form of electronic “headnotca”. It

also includrx an innovative non-boolean search and

retrieval mechanism. As well, it provide-s many features

that improve legal research such as a menudriven

interface, thesauri, relevance feedback and retrieval by

topic.

INTRODUCTION.

The essence of legal rrwarch in ccnrunon law

jurisdictions is the retrieval of relevant decided cases and related

legal information. An effective information retrieval system is

thus an essential litigation support tool. Legal professionals

access more information than any other group of professionals.

On a daily basis, lawyers access electronic databasa that

contain tens of millions of documents. The large volume of

legal information and the enormous effort required to manually

abstract and index cases for every domain of law call for a

system which automates the process of generating a database of

document profiles and case summarica and effectively searches

the database to retrieves casca md other legal documents

relevant to a user’s request. The improved access to legal casca

in electronic form, either transferred directly from the courts or

scanned &om hardcopy documents, as well as the improvement

in personal computers and storage technology make automation

feasible where it was earlier not possible.

While a number of computerized legal information

retrieval systems are available to respond to this need, including

QuickLaw and CANILAW in Canada and WESTLAW and

LEXIS in the US, it appears that no existing system fully

addreascs the special needs of judges, lawyers and legal

rcacarohers. Existing systems use generic search mechanisms

that fail to address many specific needs of legal professionals.

Most existing systems allow the user to conduct keyword
scaohca of mostly unstructured case databases via boolean

querica. Boolan searchsx can be coniiming to legal or

paralegal users and oflen result in matches that are under-

inclusive or over-inclusive, retrieving large numbers of cases,

many not relevant, or miming relevant cases which do not
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exactly match the user’s search request. Most systems also use

awkward command languages that have to be memorized and

provide little or no assistance to the user in formulating a query.

The ~ retrieved by existing systems are generally

remvered in full text, which the user must examine to ascertain

whether or not the case ia relevant. To avoid laboriously paging

through large quantities of retrieved information, some form of

document summary is needed to allow users to determine the

relevance of documents retrieved by the sygtem. Publishers of

legal cases often provide case headnotca, abstracts, indexes and

digests. These tools require extensive human time and exprxtise

to prepare. When legal information ia stored and rchievcd

electronically, this process can be automated. The recent trend

of courts to produce electronic dceisions in standard format,

which may be instantly transferred to a database upon relesse,

suggests the usefulness of automatically generated case

summariea that would be available for immediate use and would

be fully integrated with a search and retrieval system.

The University of British Columbia FLAIR (Faculty of

Law Artificial Intelligence Research) project was established to

develop techniques for th~ processing and retrieval of legal

information. FLEXICON (Fast Legal Expert Information

Consultant) is FLAIR’s new intelligent text-baaed system

[Gelbart and Smith, 1990]. FLEXICON offers the three

components of a third generation legal information retrieval

systems as defined by Bing ping, 19871: a sewch function in

the form of a non-boolean effective retrieval mechanism; a

relevance 13.mction in the form of computer-generated profiles,

case summaries and HYPERTEXT links to rapidly determine

relevance of retrieved caaea; a source function, in the form of

electronic and hardcopy summaries and full text of retrieved

cases. In addition, FLEXICON provides a mcnudrivem user

interface, aasiatanee in formulating meaningful search requests

via thesauri and relevance feedback as well as many other

features of interest to legal professionals.

A typical case contains a factual story, a description of

the set of legal issues which the story gives rise to, a statement

of the applicable law, and a resolution to the issues when the

law has been applied to the facts. The statements of law within

the case contain legal concepts and references to casea and

Statutca. Wecanbuild upapro61eofacasc intcrms of the

relationships between four puamcters: concepts, cased,

legislation and facts. By measuring the frequency and proximity
of these parameters in relationship to each other, we can
produce a database of protlles of - which can serve as

* FLEXICON: (c) Copyright 1989, Daphne Gclbast and J.C.

smith.
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summari= of their counterparts in tie document database. We

can then retrieve casca from the database by comparing them

against a query composed of the four types of keyword terms

and selecting those casa whose protiks arc most similar to the

query.

While most commercial legal information retrieval

systems are based on boolean search and manually indexed case

database-s, several intere-sting approaches to legal information

retrieval were suggested including the conceptor-based retrieval

and norm structures suggested by Bing ~ing, 1987, a; Bing

“’87, b], the semantic nctsvork model based on conceptual

. tinctures suggested by Hafner &afner, 1981], the ccmnectionkt

approach suggested by Bekw and Rose &lew 1987; Rose and

Bekw 1989], the retrieval of arguments km legal casea pick,

19871, as well as rule-baaed and case-baaed expert systems

linked to databaaca of legal caaca developed by our group [Smith

md Deedman, 1987; MacCrimmon, 1989, Kowalski, 1991].

‘?LEXICON attempts to provide cost-effective quality retrieval

of caaea and documents from any domain of law beyond that

provided by conventional boolean search and without spending

an inordinate amount of time, cost and effort on the construction

and maintenance of semantic nctsvorks, conccptor links or

domain rules.

2. TEXT ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING.

Automatic text analysis and proccasing seine two

impmtant purposea in FLEXICON: (1) to generate document

summariea or “headnotes” that will sewe as a means for the

user to rapidly familiarize him- or herself with the document’s

content, establishing its rclevancc to his or her needs; (2) to

structure the text database and generate document

repreaentativea containing index information ncceasary and

sufficient to match the document with a user’s query. The text

analysis mechanism employed by FLEXICON goca beyond

simple keyword extraction and uses legal knowledge to

intelligently recognize terms that arc significant repreaentativea

of legal documents. FLEXICON recognizes complex legal

phrases based on approximate matching of words and word

ordering. While true nahmal language understanding and

processing through the use of robust parsers is not feasible at

prsxcnt, we are currently able to use the computer in the

intelligent processing of text, its classification and the extraction

of significant information, not through tsue text understanding

but by the combined application of legal knowledge and

computational linguistic methods.

2.1 Document profiles.

Document analysis involves scanning the raw text of

the document and automatically extmeting key information that

can serve as a document representative or profile. We can build

up a profile of a case in terms of the rektionahips between four

pammcters meaningful to legal professionals: concepts, cased,

kgislation and facts. The f@ terms represent the factual story
on which the case is baaed. Legal concepts represent a

statemcmt of the applicable law md the resolution to the issues

when the law has been applied to the facts. Cs.sc citations stand

for related issues previously decided on point or by analogy.

Statute citations are rcfercncea to applicable legislation.

FLEXICON employs an improved mechanism of case and

statute citation extraction, recognizing case citations referred to

by a shortened version of the style of cause and statute section

numbers referred to without mention of the statute’s title and, if

necessary, converting citations to a standard format.

While Tapper ~appcr 1979; Tapper 1984] suggests

that citations are superior to keywords as document

reprcsentativc9 since they have neither synonyms nor
homographs and they serve as short coded expressions standing

for complete issues, we maintain that profiles based on the four

typea of outlined keywords provide the most complete

rcprwentation of legal cases. The four typea of keywords

provide added flexibility in document retrieval by allowing the

user to base a search on specilic dimensions of law. For

example, the user may retrieve relevant cases based on factual

information or else search for casea that share common legal

issues. The document profdcs include all the information

necessary and sufficient to match documents with a user’s

query, providing a compact and structured representation of the

text, excluding only noise words, thus making it uM&eaaary to

revert to the text at search time.

The four types of profde keywords are weighted by

factors reflecting their relative significance. The weight factors

of concept and fact terms are proportional to the document term

frequency and inversely proportional to the number of

documents in which the term reaidea, favouring terms that occur

frequently in the particukr document, but giving leas weight to

terms that tend to occur in many cases in the collections. The

weight factors of citations require additional analysis Citation

weight factors are proportional to the document term frequency.

Unlike concept and fact terms, frequently cited cases or statutea

tend to be the more important citations and therefore the

assignment of higher weight for frequently cited casea and

statutea should be tested. Additional weight factors and their

relationships will be tested for case citations including the age of

the case, the court level and the remoteness of the jurisdiction

~apper 1979; Tapper 1984]. AS well, the relevance of a citd

case can be deduced by comparing its profile to that of the citing

case using the matching procedure outlined in section 3.4 below

and assigning higher weight factors to casca that most resemble

the citing case.

2.2 EkctroNc “Headnotca” .

The document profiles produced by the automatic text

analysis component of FLEXICON serve as a basis for the

automatic construction of electronic “headnotea” which we call

jlexnotes. Like the manually constructed hcadnotes of pMted

law reports, flexnotcs provide easily scanned sumrnariea of

judgments. The flexnotcs generated by FLEXICON are

designed to provide legal profeasionak with the essence of the
case and a means to rapidly decide rclcvan= of retrieved casca.

The fkxnote, tilch is automatically gacrated t%om

the text of the case, differs from the headnote prcaemted in legal

publications. Figure (1) shows a portion of a flexnote. First,

header informadon ia dwplaycd, such as the styk of cause of the
case, date, jurisdiction and the judges that heard the cue. This

is followed by an automatically generated ckssitkation of the
case to a subject of law (such as criminal, constitutional, private

and public law), based on analysis of the number and typ of

statutea, the number and type of cases and the style of cause of

the case. Next, a summary of the concepts, facts, case citations
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GADUTSIS ET AL. V. MILNE ET AL.
ONTARIO HIGH CCURT OF JUSTICE

BRITISH COLUMBIA REGISTRY
BEF~E : PARKER

DECEMBER20, 1972

Private Law

CONCEPTS CASES

[ 1101 zoning [ 31 Hedley Byrne & Co. Ltd. v. Heller & Partners I
[ 471 lease [ 2] Uindaor Motors Ltd. v. District of Powell Riw
[ 391 reguiationa
[ 361 rent

[ 2] Rutter v. Palmer [1922] 2 K.B. ) the words enp
[ 11 Mutual Life & Citizma’ Ass’ce Co. Ltd. v. EvI

[ 331 servants 11 Mersey Docks Trustees v. Gibbs (1866), L.R. 1
[ 271 municipal corporation [ 11 Marschier v. G. Massers Garage [19561 O.R. 32[
[ 271 waived 11 Glmgoii SS. Co. v. Pilkington (1897), 28 S.C
[ 271 special damages : 11 Dixon v. City of Ecbnonton [19241 S.C. R. 640
[ 241 sentence [ 11 Canada Steamhip Lines Ltd. v. The King [1%~
[ 211 stipulation

>

STATUTES FACTS

[ 21 Ontario P~anning Act [ 151 permit
-[ 11
-[

[ 151 Kerenvi
1] S. 61.2 [ 11] restaurant

[ 1] Civil Coda [ 11] buitding permit
-[ 11 s. 1019 [ 101 Shimaki

[ 101 Petropoulos
[ 101 Toronto
[ 81 milne~s
[ 81 @OyeeS

[ 81 Markham St

KEY PARAGRAPHS

\ool\ ROSINS, J. (oraLty):-- On Saps!ber 10, 1973, the plaintiff John Boaworth Limited (“Boanorth”) entered
into a written agreement of purchase end sale with ma Louis Train by uhich Train agreed to purchase and Bosworth
to ae~ 1 some 86 acres of land in tha Township of Witchurch for the price of S430,000. The transaction was closed
on Noven&r 19, 1973, when a deed was registered in the name of the defendant Profeasimal Syndicated Develqments
Limited (“Syndicated”), a conpany incorporated by Train and others for the purpaee of the transact i on. OrI
closing, Syndicated paid the moneys then ti and gave back e mortgage of S330,000 to secure the balance of the
purchase p: i ca. Because that mortgage went into default, Boworth brought this action for foreclosure and other
usual relief.

\oo2\ Syndicated acknowledges that the mortgage is in default but defends the action and comterclaim for
rescission or damgas on the beais of al legations to the effect that Bosworthgs real estate agent induced it to
purchase the lands by representing that they wera zonad “Industrial R2”; that Syndi catad closed the transaction
ad gave back the S330,000 mortgaga relying on that representation; that the representat im was uwrue and
conat i tuted a material misdeacript im; that, by reaam of the mi srepreaentat im, Syndicated “received property
which waa different in nature, ~lity, and substance from that which it was represented to be”; and that the
representatim was mde by or m behalf of the plaintiff frauddently, well knowing the same to be false, or
recklessly and not caring whether it was true or false. Alternatively, Syndicated at legea that the agreement was
entered into m the &l i ef of both parties that the property was zoned M2 Industrial, that i t naa twt so zond and
there had, therefore, been a total fai lure of conaideratim.

\oo6\ The minutes of the Comcil of the nsmicipality reflect that the lands were considered incbatrial and
treated as swh. Comci 1 waa obviously anxious to have these lands developed inrhatriai ly and at one stage went so
far as to indicate that it would redesignate them rural if Boswrth did not proceed with the industrial park it
proposed for the site. In the smr of 19Z3, Boaworth put the property m the mrket for sale aa industrial lands
through U. E. Fockler Real Estate and another brokar brought in by Fockler, Michael Jay Real Estate L imi tad.

figure 1. A portim of a smple FlexNote
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and statute citations is prcaented in the FLEXICON quadrant

structure, ordered in decreasing order of the term’s weight

factors. Finally, key paragraphs that appear to express the

essence of the judgment are displayed. In the fitum, we aISO

plan to include Authorities Considered citations in the flexnotm,

referencing legal text or academic journals cited by cases in the

database.

The “important paragraph extraction” module of

FLEXICON uses legal analysis in the intelligent evaluation and

selection for display of significant fact, issue and law paragraphs

that ht represent the case. The paragraph extraction ia, both,

inductive to provide the means to quickly determine relevance

of retrieved casea, as well as informative: to supply information

about the facts and law discussed in a case. Each paragraph is

analyzed by considering factors including key phrases,

sign&ant concept and fact terms, citation patterns, paragraph

position, continuity and length. Dictionaries of phrases that tend

to occur in “issue”, “fact” and “law” paragraphs, weighted

according to the phrase’s significance, have been compiled by

the FLEXICON team’s legal analysts. The program eliminates

unimportant “quotation” paragraphs or very short paragraphs.

It then computes scam for important paragraph classea baaed

on weighted relevant factors and selects high scoring paragraphs

for display. While the extracted key paragraphs can

occasionally miss important issues which were not emphasized

in the original case but came to be significant in retrospect, they

arc produced instantly, consistently and at minimal cost.

The various methodologies used to create computer-

generated case extracts are well summarizd by Paicc ~aice,

1989]. Unlike most computer-generated abstract research

reported, which concentrates on extracting sentences and ia,

therefore, faced with serious problems of textual continuity and

anaphonc referencu, FLEXICON extracts whole paragraphs,

giving priority to groups of contiguous paragraphs. In order to

ensure adequate balance and wverage of the essence of a case,

it attempts to distinguish between paragraphs discussing the facta

of the case, the law applied and issues discussed and to

represent high-scoring paragraphs ftom =ch class in the
abstract. Since existing legal casea are usually unstructured,

FLEXICON can not rely on textual superstructures in the form

of headings and sections and must distinguish betweus various

components of a case according to rules supported by

wwreaponding lexicons. The idea of abstract framca or

schemas, as suggested by Paice, was considered for specific

subdomains of Inw, such as damages for ao&tiasue injury

(whiplash), which tend to follow a script. In order to apply to a

wide domain such as law, -e schemas will require automatic

classifkation of cases to narrow subdomaina, for which

corresponding scripts will be created, yielding improved case

abstracts. FLEXICON currently provides limited automatic
case classification. Wc arc currently tnveatigating the feambility

of a finer classification baaed on automatic clustering of case

profiles.

We plan to teat and tune our paragraph extraction

program on a large database of representative cased. Our

existing teat results reveal that well prepared case extracts east

be used succcdully as case summarieJ, especially Where

ceupled with document protllea indicating the signifbnt legal

concepts, facts, case citations and cited legislation. Other

research results confwm this finding ~, 1989]. In fact,

recent research in a different domain reveals that no marked

differences in comprehension are reported when information

was presented with full text, by abstract or extract ~unter,

1988].

2.3 Full Text Browsing

The flexnotc is followed by the text of the case with
numbered paragraphs, allowing unique references to portions of

the text which arc independent of the pagination method

employed when printing the case. While the flexnote is intended

primarily for on-line use, presented to the user as a brief

summary screen with function keys allowing selective viewing

of various headnotc components and a HYPERTExT feature

from keywords and citations to their occurrences in the text, a

hardcopy of the flexnote is also generated and inserted in front

of the case text. The user can print selected cases in the
FLEXICON format with the FLEXICON hcadnote, thus

creating a private library of legal documents.

3. SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL.

Unlike existing legal information retrieval systems that

use generic search and retrieval mechanisms, the FLEXICON

s-h is specific to the legal domain. Blair and Maron @lair
and Maron, 1985] have demonstrated the low effectiveness of

boolean search in large databases, of which the users arc otlcn

unaware. In an experimental retrieval of legal documents from

a large database, the recall of retrieval by lawyers, in their

domain of exptntiae, was only 20 percent, while the lawyers

believed that they were retrieving over 75 ~rcent of all relevant

documents. Blair and Maron explain the low recall of large

information retrieval systems in terms of the necessity to

formulate queries that will reduce the output overload

cIu~ctcristic of searching large databases. Typically, a user

enters one or more query terms, COMeCted by AND, OR or

NOT OpWlltOfS. The user then examined the number of

documents retrieved and adds terms connected by AND

operators to reduce the output overload, until a sufficient and

manageable volume of documents is retrieved. Boolean queries

in large databasca tend, therefore, to reflect the extent of the

output requested mther than the information neceaaary to

describe the domain of retrieved doeumenta in detail, since the

inclusion of too many ORed terms causes output overload while

including too many ANDed terms quickly reduces the

probability of retrieval to zero.

The FLEXICON document retrieval mchdology is

based on ranking relevant documents according to the similarity

of their proiiles to the user’s query and not on the basis of the

presence or absence of a single term. The FLEXICON user is

encouraged and assisted in formulating informative search
requesfs specifying in detail the characteristics of relevant

documents and improving the quality of the march without

causing output overload or reducing the tieval recall when

searching large databaaca. Many of the problems characteristic

of boolean search are avoided with the FLEYUCON search

methodology. For example, the inclusion of homographs in a

boolean query could lead to the retrieval of irrelevant documents

[Choueka, 198~ due to terms ambiguity. The FLEXICON
search, however, will place non-relevant documents at the

bottom of the ranked list since their overall similarity to the

query is expected to be very low.
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In analogy to document proilles, the FLEXICON

search requests are composed of four keyword types meaningful

to legal users: legal phrases, facts, case and statute. citations.

The statement of the applicable law is represented by legal

concepts. Relevant issues, on point or by analogy, are

represented by case citations. Applicable legislation ia

represented by statutea or specific sections and paragraphs of a

code or act. Factual information can be specified by fact terms.

As mentioned, citation query terms have the advantage of

neither miming relevant documents that include synonyms of

query terms nor ~eving irrelevant documents that include

homographs of query terms (e.g.: “will”). However, since

FLEXICON can match synonymous concept and fact terms by

employing a synonym thesaurus, we maintain that queries

containing the four types of outlined keywords beat represent the

cases to be retrieved and produce the kt search results.

While the technique employed by FLEXICON to

automatically analy~ and process documents can be easily

applied to pmccas queries written in natural language and

convert them to the four lists of weighted terms in analogy to

document profilu, we believe that search profdes derived from

natural language queria will be inferior to those entered directly

by the user, gives an easy to use interface, assistance in the

selection of useful terms and a means to indicate the significance

of specific terms. Queries written in natural language are

expcded to be brief and are unlikely to include repeated terms

to be used for t+equency asudysti for the purpose of term

weighting. Spelling or typing errors and the use of non-standard

citations or terms not in the system dictionaries can be difficult

to detect. As well, the user may spend unneccasary time and

effoti in producing querka accounting for aU the information

necessary for an effective march whik still using a meaningful

natural language statenwat. For these reasons we have designed

a simple, elegant and fully menu driven user interface for

FLEXICON search.

An option that we might make available in forming

queries with FLEXICON is “retrieval by example”, i.e.

retrieving cased simikr to some sample databaae cases entered

by the user. FLEXICON will automatically formulate a query

consisting of the supersets of terms occurring in the document

profika of those cases. The user can them add and dekte terms

to customize the query to his or her needs.

3.1 The Search User Interface.

In the 6rst seamh specification screen the user has the

option of detining the scope of the march by spec@ng

pammeters such as the subject of law, date range, court,

jurisdiction or judges.

In the following and primary FLEXICON search

specification screen, the user is inatmctcd to enter into four

quadrants legal cmccpts, tkcta, case and statute citations which

he or she thinks are relevant to the search. The FLEXICON

user may base a seuch on a sped% dmcmsion of law by

entering, for exampk, only factual terms, in which case

FLEXICON will compare the query to the fact quadranta of
document pmtik rely. T& m08t rekvwt docunwrtts,

however, temd to match the user’s query in several d~sions

of law, sharing simikr legal amcepts, a similar fact pattern,

relying on common legislation and/or displaying relevance by

analogy via the citation of canmon m.

The user can type the emtered terms; however, in

order to facilitate data entry, avoid spelling and typing errors

and wtablish a standard citation referral, FLEXICON provides

dictionaries of kgal concepts, fact terms and cue and statute

citations. The dictionary terms displayed during a given

consultation reflect any prior selections of definition parameters.

For exampk, upon the sekction of a given subject of law, the

concept dictionary W display only those legal phrasea rekvmt

to that domain. The dictionary pmvida two data entry mod~:

the user can select letters &em the alphabet and them select from

lists of terms starting with that ktter. Alternatively, the user cdn

enter the beginning of a word or name and the system will

display SW the terms or citations that start with that prefix. In

order to improve the march quality, the user haa the option of

indicating the signibnce of each term entered by qualifying

rach term as high, medhrn or low (the default is medium). The

user can ako specify the maximum number of casea he or she

wishes to retrieve. By default, FLEXICON returns those cases

whose matching score with the user’s query exceeds a

predefine threshold.

Urdike most existing systems which use awkward

command languages that require memorization of a specific

syntax and famiharity vvhh the structure of the document

segmentation, the FLEXICON search specification mechanism

is cay to use and designed to provide maximal assistance to the

user and mkimize the error probability in data entry.

3.2 Query Refinement: the Rektcd Terms Thesaurus.

FLEXICON provides assistance in formulating m
effective search pmrile via a network of associations between

related terms. A!ler entering termJ on the much sped%ation

screen, the user can viaw, related terms for each concept, case

andor statute ctions which, at the user’s discretion, can be

added to the original query. This is in contrast to most existing

systems that provide little or no assistance to the user in forming

a search request and lack any domain expertise that could

improve the search outcome.

The related @rIns thesaurus is automatically

comtmcted ffom the text database. The basic thesaurus

algorithm links terms that temd to Statk&Uy co-occur in many

documents, assigning a meuure of aaaociation between terms

that iS illVCISCly pKJpOrtiOsld to their kxical distutce in the text.

While Attar and Frae&e-i rightly argue that the thcuurus

iimctiondity workJ beat in a local context due to the extent of

procusing and the size of data stmcturea which may prohibit ita

construction in conjunction with krge databaaea [Attar and

Fraenkel, 1981], we wem able to substantially reduce the

processing effort and space requirements by limiting the

thesaurus to association among kgal conce@a, caae citations

and statmtc citations. This hitation of the thesauma to terms

representing legal iasua has the added advantage of producing

association that are gcmerally of global scope. While the

thesaurua terms are not always applieabk in a givem context, the

FLEXfCON thCUUml does not pcrfimn automatic terms

substitution. Rather, the user adda relevantthesauma terms to

th. query at Ida or ha own diwrciion.

fn addiin to recording UatMicd co—occurrence of

terms in the teti, the FLEXICON thesaurus links will retied the

citation mechankm of casm and statuta, forming associations
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between appealed and original casea md between similar

statutea in different jurisdictions. We are also considering
providing the FLEXICON user with information regarding

changinestatute sections and subsections as well as periods in

which statutes are in effect.

3.3 Relevant Document Se&don.

The simple boolean search used by existing systems is

restrictive in that the search outcome may depend on the

presence or absence of a single term. Boolean queries ANDing

many terms t.emd to retrieve very few or no relevmt documents,

missing many relevant ones. Boolean queried ORing many

terms tend to retrieve large volumes of documents, oitem due to

fhe out-f-context occurrence of search terms in text. In order

to get manageable volumes of retrieved information, users tend

to formulate short and uninformative queries. The search

approach in FLEXICON uses the model suggested by Salton

and represents both document profiles and queries as ordered

lists of weighted keywords [Salton and McGill, 1983; SaltOn,

1989; Salton and Buckley, 1988]. Relevant documents are

retrieved by comparing a query composed of the four types of

keyword terms to document prcdles stored in the FLEXICON

database. The FLEXICON query definition screen is

demonstrated in figure (2). A portion of a case prolXe is

displayed in Figure (1) (The hardcopy lists all the citations but

only the most important legal concepts ‘and fact terms). Both

query and document terms are weighted by several weight

factors, to improve the accuracy of the match. As indicated in

the discussion of document profilexI, document terms are

weighted according to the term’s frequency of occurrence in the

document, its overall fivquency in the data collection and other

information qualifying the case. Query terms are also weighted

by the overall frequency in the data collection, as well as by a

user-entered signitlcance factor.

The user’s query is compared to document protilea

generated by the text analysis component of FLEXICON,

producing a matching score which aaaessea the degree of

similarity between query and protlle. Variations of the Cosine

formula suggested by Salton [Salton 1989] are used to compute

the extent of match between the four document and query

corrapondin~ quadrants and to produce a matching score baaed

on a weightet! average of the individual scores. The documents
whose profilea score highest are returned to the user in

decreasing otier of matching score. In order to improve the

efficiency of the search, art inwted index of terms is

constructed and used to produce the initial list of cases which

could be relevant. Only those cases are matched with the query

to produce the final list of ranked, bedt-matching cases.

Specialized tnatchmg functions have’k developed to
beat match case and statute citations. In order to enhance

matching on the basis of case citadona, FLEXICON will use

citation cross reference information to compile, for each

database case, the list of ~ citing the case, as well as

corresponding appeal caaea (which may not explicitly cite the

original case but can be ickmtified by the partia involved in the

legal suit). The search timction will compare the cases entered

in the query to caaa citing or appealing a givem case, a well as
tothecaacs citcdbythecaae. Thi9 feature provida the

capability to retrieve appeal caaea as well as earlier cased than

those entered in the query on the baais of caae citationa. For

example, a relatively reccmt case citation entered in a user’s

query can not match cited casea appearing in the profiles of
earlier caaea but can match the list of citing cases compiled for

that case. Specialized Statute matching functions were also

developed. For example, FLEXICON will fully match a statute

citation occurring in the query with no section number with any

occurrencca of specific section nufdwrr of that statute in

document text. It will provide, however, only a partial match

between a specific section number in the query and citations of

the statute, with no section numbers, in the text. As well,

FLEXICON can match case citations that occur in various

formats with those stored in the FLEXICON format.

3.4 Beyond Textual Term Matchirtg: The Synonym Thesaurus.

The synonym thesaurus allows FLEXICON to match

queries and documents that share simifar terms semantically but

not textually. The similarity matching routine recognizes

complete or partial matches between legal concept and fact

terms belonging to the same thesaurus class, thus retrieving

cases that might be missed by search mechanisms based on

simple keyword match. Unlike the related terms thesaurus

whose function is to improve the search profile, this thesaurus

function is performed automatically by the search program,

without user intervention.

3.5 Viewing the Search Results.

The result of the FLEXICON search is a list of

documemts ranked in descending order of similarity to the query

and a histogram plotting the matching scores of retrieved cases,

providing a visual means to determine the subset of best-

matching documents. Figure (3) shows the list of cases

re&ieved by a FL&UCON search and their matching acora.

The user can view the flexnotea generated by the text analysis

component of FLEXfCON in order to determine the relevance

of retrieved cases. A flexnote summary screen is first

displayed. The user can then view other sections of the

flexnote, browse the full text of the document by following

HYPERTEXT links, copy, edii and print selected information.

This is in contrast to existing systems which do not always

provide headnotea, in which case the user must laboriously page

through large quantities of text to determine relevance.

3.6 Interactive Search: Relevance Feedback.

Relevance feedback deacrih a process whereby

terms found in proilb of documents retrieved by an initial

quqwkud ~mtieti qu~md~owtie~h~~

repded until the user is satisfied. While inspecting the protilea

of retrieved relevant documents, the user may be reminded of

terms that could improve the original query. FLEXICON

allowr the user to easily and selectively add terms of his or her
choice to the original search profile, optionally reassign the term

significance and repeat the search. This process can take place

by SC+iMill g the flexnotea of high-ranking retrieved caaea.

Alternatively, FLEXICON can produce a ‘ccdlecdve retrieved

caaea’ proii.le”, consisting of four quadnnta which represent the

union of profi of high-ranking retrieved caau, sorted

accordiig to tam weighta. Rather than examine the protlles of

individual retrieved casea, the user can perform relevance
feedback more efficiently by examinin g the collective profile,

which lists terms according to their overall weight in the

collection of retrieved ~.
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FLEXICON
CONCEPTS CASES

*> zoning <H> Hedley Byrne & Co. v. Heller
<H> duty of care
@> neg~igence
~> ~~jc Leas

STATUTES FACTS
, K

~> building
4> building permit
a> contractor
<M> surveyor
+P architect
*> nsmicipality
<M> by- law

F1=HELP F2=SEARCH DATABASE F3=THESAURUS F4=RETRIEVED CASES ESC=QUIT

figure 2. A senple FLEXICON Search Profi te Screen

Style of Cause

Gadutsis et al. v. Milne et al.
392980 Ontario Ltd. v. City of Uelland e
The Town of The Pas v. Perky Packers Ltd
John Boworth Ltd. v. Professional Syndi
Dominion Paving Ltd. v. Vaughan (Town)
Farm Credit Corp. v. Cherniwchen
Nielsen v. Uatson et al.
Grand Restaurants of Canada Ltd. v. City
Dominion Chain Co. Ltd. v. Eastern Conat
Hofstrand Fa- v. The Queen
Htmt et at. v. T.U. Johnstone Co. Ltd. ●

Sulzinger v. C.K. Alexander Ltd. ●t a~.
Foster Advertisi~ Ltd. v. Keenberg (Man
Cmby V. Snou (Nfld. C. A.)
Attorney-General For Ontario v. Fatehi ●

Central Investments & Develqsnant Corp.
Royal Bank of Canada v. AleIw
Sodd Corporatim Inc. v. Tessis
Nunes Dimonda Ltd. v. Dominion Electric
University of Regina v. Pettick
Morrison v. Mccoy Eros. Grq (Alta. C.
Siiva et al. v. Atkins et al.
Queen V. CoW@S l?Ic. (lI. C. J.)
B(air v. Caneda Trust Co.
St. Laurence Cement Inc. v. Farry Gradin
East Toronto Presbytery Centemial Corp.
Sadco v. Ui lliam Kelly Holdings Ltd.
Olsen v. Poirier ●t al.
Abacus Cities Ltd. (Trustee of) v. Bank
Hayward v. Mel[ick
Moojelsky v. Rexnord Canada Ltd.
A-1 Products Corp. v. Metro Uaste Paper
Kmsloopa (City) v. Nielsen et al.
Derco Irduatriee Ltd. v. A.R. Grinwood L
Hendrick v. Oe Marsh
Fuller v. Ford Motor Ccwpsny of Canada L
Gordoma Ltd. v. St. John’S (City)
meney v. Best et al.
Hai g v. Smf ord

Score

22.1
21.2
16.1
15.9
13.4
11.9
11.6
10.3
9.5
8.0

::;
6.8
6.5
6.4
6.2
6.1
5.9
5.7
5.2
4.8
4.5
4.5
4.3
4.3
3.9
3.4
3.1
3.0
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.3
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.2
0.5
0.1

Histogrtan

figure 3. A sa@e List of Retrieved Cases
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3.7 Query Library: Topic Search. determin~ effective can be saved in tlw query library for fbture

reference.

FLEXICON aUows a user to formulate effective

search profikx by enhancing the initial query with the related

terms thcaaurus and by fmther refining it with relevance

feedback. Queri- thus crated can be saved and reused by the

user or by others. Experienced uaem can create and save

queries of interest, cat.alogued by topics. Leas experienced

users wiU then be able to select a query of interest ti-om the

library and submit it as is or modilied to search the database

with minimal effort. Sample queries wiU be provided with the

PLEXICON library that demonstrate to the user the structure of

well-fonmdated queries in key domaina.

Saved queries can also be used to Ek.er relevant casea

of intereat to legal professionals specializing in specific domains.

A sel of well-constructed queri= can retrieve relevant eases and

aUow usem to view aU existing or new eaaca in their domain of

expcti, ustig the ilexnotea to rapidly determine relevance
Caaea of interest can be pMtcd with flexrtote.s, providing a

private hardcopy library of selected casea.

3.8 Discussion of the PLEXICON Search.

The FLEXICON search, as demonstrated by figures

(1) through (3), repreaentJ only prelhinary results since the

current prototype handles only a small database of 50 cases in

the domain of pure economic 10M. We are currently expandiig

the system to handle any number of caaa. We wiU report

measurements of the effectiveneaa of the PLEXICON search as

well as comparisons to existing systems in future publications.

Results reported by other reaearchem indicate that the

effeetiveneas of the vector space model search used by

PLEXICON eompara favorabk with both boolean search

&Ierman and Candela, 1989] and domain-specific expert

systems for fill text retrieval [Oey and Chan,1989]. The

feasibUity of using the vector space model to search very large

databaaea (includiig a legal database of 40,000 casea) waa

demonstrated by Herman and Candela ~erman and Candela,

1989] who achieved excellent performance of an Optimizd

system using stadatid ranking similar to that used by

FLEXICON.

4. A FLEXICON SEARCH SCENARIO.

The FLEXICON user has the option of selecting an

existing query, aa ia or modified, fi-om a query library

cataloged by topic. Al&natively, the user can detine a new

search request as follows. Fkat, the user w narrow down the

search, by selecting choices from menus, according to criteria

including the subject of law, date range, province or country.
Next, the user enters query terms, via term diedonariea, into the

fbur quadranta of the primary query definition screen, optionally

indicating the significance of query terms. The user may then

examine the related temu theaauma to add concepts, caaea and

Statutea related to uaeratemd terms. The user then perfomla

the search and viewa the hat of retrieved documents ranked
accordiig to their match with the query. Piiy, the user can

view the headnota of re$xieved doeumenta to detemine
relevance and browxe or print the fuU text of sekcted

doeurnenta. Whik viewing docurnemt profiles, the user may

chooaeto sekettermathatwi U theabeadded to the original

search request and repeat the search. Queries which are

5. PROJECT STATUS AND FUTURE WORK<

The first vemion of the FLEXICON system has been

completed and ia running on IBM PC’s or eompatibka. It

includes text processing md case summary generation, search

and retrieval and relevance feedback. The rekted terms

theaaurw and the synonym thesaurus are being implemented. A

robust meanory management system is developed to SUOW

FLEXICON to efficiently search large document databasea on

ccmventional user rnachina. The system wiU ako be O*

to run on CD-ROM optical disks. An electronic database of

British Columbia and other Canadian judgments is being

constructui and is used to test the effectiveness of the search.

In order to make FLEXICON a true litigation support

tool, we wish to explore to what degree casdaaed reasoning

can also be automated and incorporated into the existing system

to produce case retrieval as weU as expert predictive capability

without the tremendous manual effort required to construct

traditional advisory system. preliminary work towards the

development of an automated ease-baaed camponcnt hsa begun,

using the methodology developed by PLAIR to predict the

outcome of legal cases, baaed on the disposition of similar

~. We plan to compare the rekvant case retrieval and

prediction capacity of the automatic +aaed re+mner

component suggested above to the Nervous Shock Advisor and

the whiplash Knowledge System [Smith and Deedman, 1987;

G&nut and Smith, 1990] developed by FLAIR. We wiU also

attempt to expand the case analysis component of PLEXICON

to note the history of the case, following actions by the cants

that apply, distinguish, overturn, ovemuk or appal the case.

As weU, the system will point out aU the caaa that cite and

appeal a given case and attempt to report the case holding.

6. PUBLICATION PLANS

FoUowing the development of a complete and robust

system, we wiU attempt to make it avaikble to the public as a

commercial product. We are planning to publish PLEXICON

on CD-ROM optical diaka which wiU provide uaem with

complete private kgal Iibrariea at low cost. As weU, uaem wiU

be abk to print their OWll C@C4 of seketed casea with attached

flexrtotea, thereby allevmm““gtheneed formanual handlingof

text and reducing the coat of subaeribmg to a large number of

pMtCd htW MPOrts and SUMmarka of recent Caaea.

FLEXICON wiU allow uaem to search large databases
for relevant caaa u weU aa to get adviae about the expected

outcome of legal iasua, at their kiaure and at a fixed price.

searching off-line, the PLEXICON U= can take advantage of

the related terms thaaurua and relevance feedback futura to

_lY improve the search raulta. ‘f%e complete system on
CD-ROM optical diaka can be periodically updated at minimal
cost. The adviaory syatan mquh no additional maintemmce to

reflect changa in the law, u the system’s exptiae ti
automatically updated by newly added kgal CUU.

FLEXICON wiU be published on CD-ROM optical disks,

providing uaem with a complete library of legal documents at
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low cost. As well, users will be able to print their own copies

of selected cases with attached flexnotea, thereby alleviating the

need for manual handling of text and reducing the cost of

subscribing to a large number of pMted law reports and

Summariea of recent Caaea. A CD-ROM system will also

alleviate the cost of subscribing to the more costly and leas

effective on-line search systems.

7. CONCLUSION.

FLEXICON is a new, intelligent, text-based system

designed for kgal professionals that Combina case of use,

automatic generation of electronic “headnotes” and effective

case retrieval. It has beert designed to serve as a bridge

betweem the outdated technology based on manual indexing and

boolean search used by existing information processing systems

and the ideal system baaed on true natural language

understanding and expert domain knowledge.

While FLEXICON provides full text retrieval, the text

k P~s~ pducing document profiles which serve as
represcmtativea of legal cased. Case protiled, composed of four

types of parameters meaningtid to kgal prof=sionals, are used

in FLEXICON not only for texrn indexing but as a basis for case

summariea and as document representatives used for simikrity

matching and ranking of retrieved documents as well as for

effective relevance feedback. The non-boolean FLEXICON

document retrieval methodology encourage and assists users in

formulating informative search requests, resulting in effective

document retrieval whiie avoiding many of the problems

ChUSCkiStiC Of boolean search.

The FLAIR group intends to provide continuing

support and enhancemwmt to FLEXICON. The combination of a

menudriven interface, automatically generated case summaries,

thesauri, an effective search and retrieval mechanism, an

advisory capacity, and low cost retrieval at fixed price using

CD-ROM optical disks, represents a step forward towards a

complete litigation support system.
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